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When developers build software, they're able to keep track  of all the different versions and all the components they  use with software configuration management (SCM) systems.   One of the more popular SCM products is Perforce.
  		

Authored by Perforce's own VP of product technology,  Practical Perforce is the ideal  complement to the existing product manual, focusing less on  the 'how" and more on the "why" and "when."  The book is not  only a helpful introduction to Perforce,
  it's an enlightening resource for those already familiar  with this versatile SCM product.   Whether you're a  programmer, product manager, or build engineer, you stand to  benefit from the many insider tips and ideas presented in  this convenient guide. 
  		

Practical Perforce is divided into two  main parts.  Part I offers a whirlwind technical tour,  complete with careful descriptions of basic and advanced  Perforce commands designed to give you a baseline knowledge.  Part II describes the big picture-using Perforce in a  collaborative software development.  It outlines recommended  best practices and quickly shows how to implement them with  the Perforce operations introduced in Part I.  Throughout  the book, you'll learn how to maximize Perforce so it  completes tasks like these in the most efficient manner  possible:
  		

	
    Keep track of changes as you  conduct concurrent parallel work on files
  				

    
	
    Log activity
  				

    
	
    Generate reports on who  did what when
  				

    
	
    Compare, merge and branch  files
  				

    
	
    Store files and file  configurations
  				

    
	
    Restore lost bug  fixes

    


Recognizing the pitfalls and practices of an SCM system like  Perforce is absolutely essential to producing good software.  Now, with Practical Perforce, you have  the edge you need to ensure success.
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MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-297): Designing a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory and Network InfrastructureMicrosoft Press, 2003
Welcome to MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-297): Designing a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory and Network Infrastructure. This book teaches you how to gather the network requirements for a business, how to analyze an existing network, and how to...
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HTTP Programming Recipes for C# BotsHeaton Research, 2007

	The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) allows information to be exchanged between a web server and a web browser. C# allows you to program HTTP directly. HTTP programming allows you to create programs that access the web much like a human user would. These programs, which are called bots, can collect information or automate common web...
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ASP.NET MVC with Entity Framework and CSSApress, 2016

	
		Get up and running quickly with Microsoft ASP.NET MVC and Entity Framework as you build and deploy complex websites. By using a fully working example retail website you will learn solutions to real-world issues that developers frequently encounter.

	
		Whether you are a novice developer or an experienced .NET developer...
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Cyberthreats: The Emerging Fault Lines of the Nation StateOxford University Press, 2009

	As new technologies develop, terrorist groups are developing new methods of attack by using the Internet, and by using cyberspace as a battlefield, it has become increasingly difficult to discover the identity of attackers and bring them to justice. The seemingly limitless boundaries of cyberspace has allowed virtually anyone to launch an...
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Struts Survival Guide: Basics to Best Practices (J2ee Survival Series)ObjectSource Publications, 2004
Struts is the web application framework choice for building J2EE applications in the enterprises. This book covers Struts from a practical approach rather than technology perspective. In addition, it covers the best practices that have emerged in the industry using Struts over the years.

Minor decisions during architecture and design...
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Beginning Direct3D Game Programming, Second EditionPremier Press, 2003

	With a detailed explanation of vertex and pixel shader programming, coverage of the new Microsoft HLSL (High-Level Shader Language), and greater concentration of the fixed-function pipeline, the second edition of this popular reference guide will take you farther than you ever imagined! Written by an industry expert, this book will put an end...
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